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07 Apr 2017
10:30 pm

Day 1: On the Rails Again

Milford Haven Marina

I'm back on another sailing

adventure. This time starting in

Milford Haven in Wales and

finishing in Dublin, Ireland. Today, I

travelled down from Home, leaving

at 11:15 am and going first by train

to Manchester Piccadilly where I

had a 45-minute layover before

boarding the 6-hour train to Milford

Haven and I arrived at the

accommodation eventually at 8:35

pm after a short walk. This time I

am travelling with my Mum to the

boat and joining the crew, without

knowing anyone else before hand. It

was a very long journey but most of

the time was spent chatting and

looking out at the scenery we

passed as the weather was lovely all

the way down. I hope this continues

when we head to sea tomorrow

afternoon. We had lunch before we

left the house and we had a packed

lunch style dinner of sandwiches,

crisps and water, with some

vegetable sticks as a snack.

I look forward to meeting the crew

tomorrow, finding my watch and

settling back into life at sea once

again.

08 Apr 2017
10:30 pm

Maybe Sailing, Maybe Not!

Milford Haven Marina

Got up at 0745 after a decent night's

sleep to a foggy harbour but as I got

up and had a shower and breakfast,

it cleared up. Afterwards, we got out

of the B&B and walked the short

distance to the boat. This is where I

met Charlie, a first mate and Grace,

who is the skipper of the boat. I

handed over my larger bag to them

before mum and I wandered

around the marina and had a walk

before I briefly rang my girlfriend.

We then had a nice lunch at the

Crow's Nest Cafe before seeing my

mum get safely onto the train and

then boarding the boat at 1315. I

was firstly assigned a bunk on

board and then met my bunk

mates, Dan and Joe. It was then

whilst sorting out the staysail that

we were told that due to the Irish

contingent arriving with us late we

would not be sailing that day and

waiting for the next opportunity to

leave at slack water or between 4

and 6 am. I then assisted with the

shop for supplies for the boat with

Grace before going below and

helping make Chilli con Carne for

dinner. After dinner, I helped with

the washing up before going

through the lifejacket briefing and

finally go to bed at 10:30 pm. We

start tomorrow at 0445, this is going

to be interesting.

09 Apr 2017
10:30 pm

Puffins at Sea and M.O.B's

Porthlysgi Bay

Today started bright and early at

0445 so we were on deck by 0500 to

help get Maybe out of Milford

Haven Marina before the end of

slack water. We worked together

and slipped our line at 0535 where

we motored out into St George's

Channel and laid anchor at 0620 for

a breakfast of Muesli, fruit and

Toast. After this, we did a number of

deck and below deck safety

briefings and we found out which

watches we were assigned to for the

voyage. In my case, I was assigned

to Port watch which is headed by

watch leader Charlie. 
Once this had been sorted out we
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raised the anchor and motored out

int a now foggy channel. We sorted

out the Main, Stay and Mizzen sails

and hoisted them into position

before turning off the motor and

going purely by the sails if quite

slowly. This was done in the shadow

of a lighthouse and foghorn station

which was actively warning us of the

rocky shallows around it. As we

were sailing along, I got the

opportunity to helm before lunch.

This was tricky as were navigating

through some islands including

Skomer, with next to no wind, so the

motor was switched on to lunch.

Lunch was Mushroom, leek and

mozzarella pasta which was lovely. 
We then continued to sail through

the islands and spot small rafts of

female puffins in the water, before

entering a large bay where we

performed a number of practise

tacks and gybes as well as boat

stops. This was done so we could

then perform an M.O.B or Man

overboard drill rescuing a fender

which had gone overboard without

the use of the outboard and it was

very successful. 
After the drill was completed, the

sails were lowered and we motored

into a small bay near St David's

Head. Once we had laid anchor, we

had a dinner of jacket potatoes and

started work on some workbooks,

before cleaning the dishes and the

vessel. As we were at anchor we

were assigned watches during the

night to ensure we didn't drift or

run aground. I was assigned 0430

till 0600 when the rest of the boat is

woken up. Looks like another early

start, so I promptly went to bed at

10:15 pm.

10 Apr 2017
11:00 pm

Day 4: Forward, Backwards, Over the

Irish Sea!

Rosslare Harbour

My day started by being awoken at

0429 to do my anchor watch which

was 0430 to 0600 when the rest of

the boat woke up. Luckily it was an

uneventful watch with my

watchmate Eoin who fell asleep

briefly when he wasn't looking at

the instrumentation for the logs.

Once the watch was over we woke

everyone else up and we got to

work sorting out the sails and raised

anchor at 0730. Within an hour we

had left the safety of the Welsh

coastline and started our crossing

of the Irish Sea properly, which

meant an increase in the sea state

making it interesting to have our

breakfast up on deck. I also ended

up being the 1 person below

working on the washing up as 6

members of the crew were not

feeling too well whilst the others

were busy sorting out the sails.

After half an hour below at 1000, I

was done, and we then went into a

sailing watch system, and my watch

wasn't on watch till around 1300 so I

went below to my bunk where I

caught up on some sleep and

recovered a bit.I got up at 1245 and

got ready to go on deck in advance

of the watch change but I then got

roped in to help with salad

preparation for our lunch of fish

finger wraps, where I was told we

would change over at 1400 after our

lunch. 
When we had finished with our

lunch we came up on deck and

relieved the other crew so they

could go below for lunch and

recover for a bit. I initially helped by

performing the official log of the

ship's position, speed and heading

as well as information about the

generator. Afterwards, I got to helm

the boat for a while in addition to
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helping keep the deck wet to

prevent the wood shrinking too

much and visiting the bowsprit to

help prepare the jib sail to be

hoisted. After 4 hours on watch, the

other watch joined us up on deck

and helped us manoeuvre into

Rosslare Harbour which is home to

a busy ferry terminal.
Finally, around 9 pm we finally

moored up against the harbour wall

and went below for dinner which

was Roast Chicken and Veg with

Chickpeas and it was lovely.
A nice bonus to being moored up is

it meant no anchor watch, so we all

went to bed at 2250.

11 Apr 2017
10:30 pm

Day 5: A Head Full of Sails

South Beach

The day started with us waking up

at the later time of 0730 which

allowed us to recover some of the

sleep lost in the last few day. We all

go sorted and had porridge and

muesli for breakfast in the saloon. It

was then a Happy hour of cleaning

before we went up on deck, sorted

our sails and made a prompt

departure by slipping our lines

at0930. As we were leaving

Rosslare, we were joined alongside

by a playful dolphin which swam

alongside us giving those of us with

cameras the challenge of taking a

picture of it. Eventually, the dolphin

went away and we continued to

hoist our sails till eventually all the

sails apart from a Jib Top were

hoisted so we could sail at a

leisurely 5 knots. When it finally

became lunchtime, I was at the

helm so I watched on as the two

watches fought in a battle of rock,

paper, scissors to decide who would

get the lunch first. My watch, now

lead by Seb instead of Charlie, lost

so we stayed up on deck for the half

an hour they had lunch before I

went below at 1450 for my lunch of

soup and a sandwich. After we had

our lunches, we all did the washing

up as the sea state was much

calmer compared to the previous

day and finally came back up on

deck just before 1600. during the

next 4 hours, we dodged a number

of lobster pots and used marker

buys and course adjustments to sail

to our anchorage for the night of

the coast of South Beach, Arklow. As

we neared, we dropped all our sails

and slowly motored into position

and dropped anchor, before sorting

out the deck and going below.

Whilst below we got our two

minutes of water rationed showers

and cleaned up before we had

cottage pie for dinner. We then all

got given a desert, but this desert

was not for us, we had to give it to

another member of the crew and

say why we are thankful for them

during the week. I received mine

from Chris (First Mate) for my work

ethic on board and I gave mine to

Joe D for him looking out for me

during the voyage.
After this, our anchor watch times

were revealed for the night. I had

got the 0200-0300 graveyard shift

where I have to do the tasks we did

last time plus take bearings on 3

landmarks to ensure we didn't drift.

So, I promptly went to bed at 2230

to get some sleep before my watch.
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12 Apr 2017
11:00 pm

Day 6: Dublin Bound

3Arena

The day started with my 90-minute

watch at 0200 hrs in the navigation

room with Luke. It wasn't as hectic

as my previous anchor watch as I

didn't have to wake up Seb so he

could record the shipping forecast

but we did have to ensure we

record our bearings correctly to

ensure we hadn't drifted. Once we

had woken up the next watch and

were relieved of the watch, I went

back to bed and slept until a wake-

up call at 0640. We all slowly got up

for our last day of sailing and we

were eventually ready to raise the

anchor at 0730. I was assigned to

help with the chain of the anchor as

it came aboard and ensure it filled

the space at an even rate. But it

wasn't a smooth lift as the chain

was slipping on the anchor winch. I

didn't know what was going on and

causing it until it was aboard and we

were moving an hour later. When I

came up on deck, I was told that a

lobster pot had tangled around the

anchor during the night so we

couldn't hoist it clearly. Two lobster

pot incidents in two trips. I don't like

where this pattern is going...
Anyway once we were moving we

had breakfast as we moved up the

coast towards a planned lunchtime

anchorage before we sail into

Dublin that evening. However whilst

at the helm, near lunchtime, we

were told that a bridge we need to

go through would close at 1500 and

not reopen till 1900, so we promptly

went below to have lunch whilst we

were moving as the lunch

anchorage was cancelled and we

prepared to get into Dublin within

two and a half hours. So a busy

period began once we were all up

deck starting with tacking Maybe

and dealing with the busy shipping

traffic and a sudden rain shower

before heading into Dublin

Harbour.
As we came in, we were greeted by

a number of other vessels, including

vessels we heard on the radio whilst

on watch, passengers on the ferries

and pedestrian, especially when we

went through the bridge which was

raised especially for us. We then

moored up alongside a pontoon

outside the 3Arena and we finished

the sailing part of the journey at

1500. But it wasn't the end of a busy

day as we put up the sail covers and

cleaned from top to bottom and

from Bow to Stern. After all of the

cleaning was done, we were giving

some shore leave in Dublin for an

hour and a quarter. As most of the

crew didn't know there way around

Dublin, we ended being led by 3

members of the crew who were

locals. We ended up walking along

the waterside and around the

University District before heading

back for dinner and Lasagna. After

dinner, we had a discussion of our

favourite moments of the trip and

then went to bed at 11:00 pm as the

concert continued in the next door

arena.

13 Apr 2017
5:00 pm

Day 7: From Boat to Bus to Plane to

Home

Yarm

My journey home started by waking

up at 0730 after luckily not being

woken up by the crowds leaving the

3Arena (Thank goodness for ear

plugs). I got up and made porridge

and breakfast for everyone on the

boat, and when it was done, I

washed up the pots and ordered

myself a official RYA logbook from

the crew so I can start to formally

log my training. We all then

congregated up on deck for a series

of pictures to be taking by the Sail
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Training Ireland team before we all

made our separate ways home. I

was accompanied by Joe when I left

the boat for the final time at 1000

and got on the bus to the airport,

where we said our goodbyes as he

was heading to the other of Dublin's

two terminals. I then made my way

through check in and security

without any issues before ringing

home to give them an update on my

flight and get my lunch. I went down

to the gate at 1240 and the flight

took off on time around 1410 where

I flew back over the Irish Sea in the

small propeller aircraft. I passed the

time by talking to a family sat next

to me who were seeing relatives in

Sunderland. The flight arrived

slightly ahead of schedule at 1520

where I helped a pair of passengers

from Toronto with their bags and let

them use my phone to call their

relatives for a lift from the airport. I

then met up with Mum and Dad

who drove me home completing my

challenge at 5pm. My DofE gold

residential challenge was at an end

after sailing 162 nautical miles, it

was a long, hard week but it has

been an amazing experience,

thanks to everyone onboard. Let's

hope I'm sailing on another boat

soon.
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